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Cooking fever mod apk download

Nordcurrent Android 4.3 - Version: $10.0.1 $0 Cooking Fever (MOD, Unlimited Coins/Gems) - if you like to cook and have always dreamed of becoming the best chef and having your own restaurant, then this game is created for you! Cook the most delicious dishes, attract visitors and equip your small restaurant. Save money and expand
your opportunities, hire people and workers who will do all the work for you. Gain popularity and make your restaurant become the number one in the city. Create VIP seats for special guests and much more, feel the most famous and desired chef in the world in place with Cooking Fever mod apk! Updated to version 10.0.1! Andro-Mod
Games Arcade Cooking Fever (MOD, Unlimited Money) Cook delicious meals and desserts from around the world in this addictive free time management game! With a choice of 20 unique locations, from desserts and fast food to an oriental sea food and restaurant, you will be able to practice your skills in a variety of settings and cooking
techniques. Use more than a hundred ingredients to cook hundreds of tasty dishes. Try every kitchen appliance you can, from coffee makers and rice cookers to pizza ovens and popcorn makers. Decorate your restaurants to attract more customers. Make your own gifts, such as cookies or cupcakes, to make your customers' experience
more personal and memorable - just like in real life! Improve your kitchen and produce an even greater variety of dishes. Oh, and did we say that this game is as addictive and as captivating as fever? Have fun cooking and don't forget to share your delicious meals with your friends on Facebook! IMPORTANT NOTE: Cooking Fever now
requires access to the Internet or Cooking Fever (MOD, Unlimited Coins / Gems) - If you love cooking and still dream of becoming the best chef and running your own restaurant, this is the game for you! Cook delicious dishes, attract visitors and equip your small restaurant. Save money and expand your options. Hire people and workers
to do all the work for you. Become popular and make your restaurant 1 in the city. Create VIP meetings for exclusive guests and many, with the fever of the kitchen, you are the most famous and most sought after chef in the world! It's addictive to cook delicious food and candy from around the world in this free time management game!
With 13 unique locations ranging from sweets and fast food to oyster bars and oriental restaurants, you can practice your skills in a variety of environments and techniques. Use more than a hundred ingredients to prepare hundreds of delicious dishes. Try all kinds of kitchen appliances, from coffee makers and rice cookers to pizza ovens
and popcorn machines. Design your restaurant to attract more customers. To make your customer experience more personal and memorable like real life, make you be clean for free! Improving cook and make as many dishes as possible. Oh, and did we say that the game is addictive and involved in cooking fever? Have fun cooking and
share your delicious meal with your friends on Facebook! Cooking Fever of Features: Over 400 recipes with 150 ingredients to cook13 unique places: Fast Food, Bakery, Chinese, Pizza, Seafood, Indian, Breakfast Cafe, Sushi Bar, Ice Cream Parlor, Paradise Cocktail Bar, Corn Dog Van, Cafe Mexico, and House Crab. Other places are on
the way! To complete over 400 levelsHundreds of upgrades for your kitchen appliances and interior designFind all the useful and common ingredientsTo start their cooking career, the player has the opportunity to learn everything they need to know about these things at Cooking Fever. Get familiar with their taste, uses and expertise with
more than 200 different types of ingredients. Enrich your culinary bases by spending precious time in cooking fever. Collect new recipes and keep them in your notesAside of this, you will also be introduced to various cooking recipes in this game. Get access to some quality recipes directly from the world's most famous cuisine. Practice
cooking with more than 500 different recipes using the ingredients mentioned. Prepare wonderful food with your new recipes. Addictive time management gameplayAlong with Cooking Fever, players are also introduced to time management depending gameplay in which they must carefully calculate time. Don't waste your time waiting for
your customers to get to their seats and make them wait longer. Once you've gotten into the habit of playing epic cooking, start building your thriving business. Open new places with culinary artsAnd the great thing about Cooking Fever is that the game provides players with a great map where they can travel between different places. City
Rest Restaurants Rents - Win the city first by unlocking all available restaurants. Find your fast food fast food fast food sell sweets in your bakery. Discover Chinese culture in Chinese restaurants. Make Indian cuisine an Indian-style meal. Sometimes it would be good to eat pizza in a pizzeria. Choose your favourite seafood at Seafood
Bistro. Guests can have a coffee in the morning at the breakfast café. Learn more about Japanese cuisine in a sushi restaurant and finally try the best food in a gourmet restaurant. Paradise Island Restaurant - Behind the city, you have the opportunity to visit the beautiful islands. Start at your ice bar, then head to the cocktail bar at Keep
American culture alive with your corn dog van. Try fresh Mexicana coffee. Learn more about seafood in house C Crab. Spend time hanging out at sunset wf Falls. Discover Asian Street Food with your Thai breakfast. Or westernize with a sandwich shop. And finally, we want to get drunk in a Shritaki tavern. Alpine Mountain Restaurant -
Travel to your dream destination and open your own in the breathtaking snow mountains. Enjoy the view from the Smoky Grill bbqling and enjoy the delicious meat. Discover the Italian buffet at the top of the mountain. Go to the green bar and salad. Have a delicious coffee at Mitchell's Cafe. Or try something sweet with Michelle's candy.
How do I get the gems? Improve your time over real time. To change the time automatically, change the wireless lan lan stop to 1 day later. If you repeat it several times, you will receive many gems. Expand the Tracked Experience Level (EL) in the top right corner of the game screen. You can win 7 gems for each new (EL). Just play at
the same level to earn more gems and move on to the next EL. All you have to do is make a beautiful one and you should know which gem investment will bring the most to your money. Never upgrade a restaurant to get a 3-star price. Don't forget to open the game every day and you will receive a reward after ten days. Your restaurant
with the highest profits to earn more. Play rental often. Download Cooking Fever MOD APK Unlimited Money 5.0.0Let tell me what to say about P When you start cooking, we start with a particular restaurant, maybe some chocolates will be perfect and basically give you each section. I have to go through 30 levels with 30 levels and
prepare a small meal wherever you go. There are a few recipes like burgers, soda, and then when you do more things I like spices and everything is done so it gets a little difficult. Show faster customers, what happened there, and more customers. Customers who give you more money, what you need to earn, for constant tears. You
really have to go through at least one Starbucks to get three stars. Whatever line you reach above 38 levels is a success. Can be doubled. The level is more goodies. Cooking Fever MOD APK Unlimited Gold Coins and DiamondsCooking Fever Mod Apk Unlimited Money. Even if you don't play in the restaurant, you can still earn extra
points to earn more points. You go over restaurant restaurants You are a fast food restaurant rant from the bakery to entire restaurants Chinese restaurants restaurants and you lose your job of playing and serving different customers and cooking different shapes and I really remember the game very well. Chinese Restaurant Thai
Restaurant I know you combine fast food and you will gain a level of experience in the workplace. You have a lot more space to buy, but you should also be able to make an appointment without James. This place is also closed, so this is our example of being a fast food court is just our record, you also have a bakery. If you get the game
experience, level up and increase extra points. Cooking games are often considered and played for my daughter so many people also love this game. Today, when smartphone games become popular, everything is personalized. You can play freely in cooking games without affecting anyone, so games like kitchen kitchen downloaded by
many people to your device. It has achieved more than 100 million downloads. Download now on Google Play and great reviews. Players can be all ages, from children to the elderly who can enjoy it. In addition, Cooking Fever is designed to be like a family game. In this way, parents can join their children to enjoy the game and
strengthen their family's feelings. Cooking Fever is a popular game, so even now it continues to be updated regularly. Many new features have been added to attract players and ensure revenue. He has just updated a brand new restaurant called Vegan Peak! Here, players can find fresh organic food. It is the last restaurant owned by the
Alpine Resort service chain. You can also enjoy many other services served there. Nutrient peppers, corn cobs and grilled eggplant as well as top quality salads will surely make their guests very satisfied. The dishes are always served and highlighted quickly with the style of serving European standards. Graphics Although a viral game,
Cooking Fever is designed in 2D format. However, this is a good step for the manufacturer when this type of format is used by most games of the same genre, giving players a sense of familiarity. And it's friendly with a lot of different players. The unique thing here is that although the character and landscape are commonly designed, the
food is very carefully cared for. Draw ingredients with an extraordinarily fresh design and always image. Until the process of transformation and perfection becomes a dish, everything you see in front of them is very attractive. It can also be said that each meal is designed with images based on culinary masterpieces of the world, whether
it's just a fried fish dish or a hamburger. Gameplay In the game, play the role of a talented chef and will have to perform his mission at 27 unique locations, from desserts and fast food to sea food and oriental restaurant. Each place will be designed in a distinct theme and serve dishes based on this theme. Customers will come to your
order on a regular basis. You will then receive money and experience depending on the difficulty of the food you serve. In addition to regular quests, the game will offer quests so players can compete and earn valuable rewards. These elements can help your gameplay later. However, players must always do their job well, but must serve
more than 1,300 dishes to cook using 350 ingredients. This sounds like a lot, but if you're a real fan, it certainly familiar with them. You are now ready to download Cooking Fever for free. Here are some notes: Please see our installation guide. To check the Processor and GPU of the Android device, please use the CPU-Z CPU-Z app
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